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the bowed necks of the Opposition. But that was merely
gossip—and until you have spent a month in Buenos Aires,
you do not know what gossip is,
Here, therefore, is the meagre truth. Our business that
day was not with the President or any minister of state,
So no question of high policy arises. Not that our destina-
tion lacked anything of dignity, since we were to pay a
formal call upon the University, Such confrontations are
always slightly embarrassing, since our own universities are
oddly impalpable affairs consisting of some Proctors, their
bowler-hatted minions, and a Chest. If you doubt what
I say, stop anyone in High Street, Oxford, ask him if he
can direct you to the University, and observe the puzzled
look that creeps into his eyes. But universities abroad are
less elusive; for they reside in stately buildings with distinct
postal addresses. They have form and content; and,
being bodies, they have heads—charming and articulate
heads, on one of which we were to pay a call that
afternoon,
We found the building, rang the bell, and threaded the
long corridors until we stood before the Rector. That was
where it happened; and the plain truth of it was this,
The respectful deputation filed into his room; and as it
filed, their leader announced them by their names and
colleges, This modest litany proceeded until the sudden
interruption of a clang from somewhere on the floor, where
an embarrassed boot had met a bronze utensil. The boot
was hurriedly withdrawn; but the bronze, though not
designed for purposes of music, rang like a gong, Devout
Burmese might have been excused for taking its rich
reverberations for a summons to prayer; heard at the sea-
side, it would have called whole boarding-houses home to
tea. The Rector paused; the leader of the deputation
blushed; then, recognising that the errant boot came (like
his own^ from Balliol, he swiftly introduced its guilty owner
as a Cambridge man. What else was there to do ? That
is what really happened: the rest is pure exaggeration,

